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Across
1. “Wait” in two words
7. Synonym: “forty winks”
9. “I mainly work at university but on the

weekend I work at a sweet shop”
11. Syn. = “profit”, abbreviation
12. Famous station in London, abbrev.
14. Psychological term meaning “desire”
16. “to”, “too”, “toe”, in Scottish variant
18. British currency
19. Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter…
21. “〇〇〇 gratias”
22. Potia’s famous sentence in The 

Merchant of Venice : “The quality of
〇〇〇〇〇” 

23. Syn. is “follow”
26. City in Vietnam, 〇〇〇-trang
28. “The 〇〇〇〇〇 bird catches the worm”
30. Window seat vs. 〇〇〇〇〇 seat
32. “Hanyu landed a triple 〇〇〇〇

perfectly!”
36. Preposition
37. It strikes Japan often in summer
Down
1. “Harry” is its diminutive
2. “Manage”, “supervise”
3. By Bill Murray, “The more relaxed you are,

the better you are at everything: the better
you are with your 〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇, the 
better you are with your enemies, the better
you are at your job, the better you are with
yourself.”

4. Washington, 〇.〇.
5. ♪I’m free to be whatever I~

Whose song is this?
6. Between “pT” and “μT”
7. /nɑ́ktəːn/
8. Determiner
10. Slang, its opposition is “idk”
13. Capital: Nairobi
15. Adjective used for bricks

17. 〇〇〇〇-angel
20. “You” in Spanish
24. NaCl
25. American physical chemist who awarded

Novel prize in 1934
27. “Don’t let the 〇〇〇 out of the bag!”
29. “Yes”
31. Zeus makes her into a heifer
33. Degree of brandy’s age
34. Commands from President, acronym
35. Mathematical symbol

See  the clues 
and fill in the blanks!

If you have something that
you can’t figure out, look up it

on the web or a dictionary!
We recommend using 

a thesaurus.
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